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1. Introduction 

The purpose of this short paper is to provide discussion and analysis of the Lithuanian verbal 

prefix data provided in our first assignment, given what we already know from the in-class dis-

cussion and analysis of the English past tense suffix data. Each of the Lithuanian verbal prefixes 

given in the data has five allomorphs: (i) an allomorph ending in a voiceless unpalatalized stop 

(at-, ap-); (ii) an allomorph ending in a voiced unpalatalized stop (ad-, ab-); (iii) an allomorph 

ending in a voiceless palatalized stop (atj-, apj-); (iv) an allomorph ending in a voiced palatal-

ized stop (adj-, abj-); and (v) an allomorph ending in a voiceless palatalized stop followed by 

high, front, unrounded vowel (atji-, apji-). (Note: palatalization is automatic before this vowel.) 

The complementary distribution of these five allomorphs is determined by the initial conso-

nants of the stems to which they attach. The first four of the allomorphs clearly involve assimila-

tion for voicing and palatalization: the voiceless unpalatalized allomorphs appear before stems 

that begin with voiceless unpalatalized obstruents or unpalatalized sonorants, the voiced unpala-

talized allomorphs appear before stems that begin with voiced unpalatalized obstruents, the 

voiceless palatalized allomorphs appear before stems that begin with voiceless palatalized ob-

struents or palatalized sonorants, and the voiced palatalized allomorphs appear before stems that 

begin with voiced palatalized obstruents. The following table summarizes this information.1 

(1) Distributions of the four assimilatory allomorphs of each of the verbal prefixes 

allomorphs allomorph type context examples 

at-, ap- 
⎣⎢
⎡

⎦⎥
⎤–voi

–pal   __ 
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎡

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎤

⎩⎪
⎨
⎪⎧

⎭⎪
⎬
⎪⎫–voi

–son
–pal

  
at-praʃji:tji ‘to ask’ 
ap-tarjtji ‘to discuss’ 

ad-, ab- 
⎣⎢
⎡

⎦⎥
⎤+voi

–pal   __ 
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎡

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎤–son

+voi
–pal

  
ad-bukjtji ‘to become blunt’ 
ab-drasjkji:tji ‘to tear’ (pf.) 

atj-, apj- 
⎣⎢
⎡

⎦⎥
⎤–voi

+pal   __ 
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎡

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎤

⎩⎪
⎨
⎪⎧

⎭⎪
⎬
⎪⎫–voi

–son
+pal

  
atj-pjautji ‘to cut off’ 
apj-tjemjdji:tji ‘to obscure’ 

adj-, abj- 
⎣⎢
⎡

⎦⎥
⎤+voi

+pal   __ 
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎡

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎤–son

+voi
+pal

  
adj-bjekjtji ‘to run up’ 
abj-djegjtji ‘to get burned’ 

The fifth allomorph of each verbal prefix appears before a set of obstruents that overlaps with 

all of the contexts described in (1): the fifth allomorph of the prefix with the coronal stop (atji-) 
                                                
1 For the sake of simplicity, I assume here that palatalization is marked by the feature [±palatalized] ([±pal] for short). 
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appears before other coronal stops, regardless of voicing and palatalization (i.e. t, d, tj, dj), and 

the fifth allomorph of the prefix with the labial stop (apji-) appears before other labial stops, 

again disregarding voicing and palatalization (i.e. p, b, pj, bj). The overlap between these sets of 

‘near-identical’ consonants and the contexts of assimilation, and specifically the disregard for the 

assimilating features (voicing and palatalization), is what makes this problem very much like the 

English past tense suffix problem. The analysis presented below will reflect this similarity. 

2. Assumptions 

Recall that the analysis of the English past tense suffix alternations involved either the following 

two ordered rules or the following four ranked constraints. The essential difference between the-

se alternatives, as discussed in class, is that the ranked-constraints analysis avoids the specifica-

tion of “ignoring [±voi]” (in the definition of the NO-GEM constraint) that the ordered-rules anal-

ysis must specify (in the definition of Epenthesis rule), by relying instead on the interaction of 

the epenthesis process with the independently-motivated process of assimilation. 

(2) English past tense suffix alternation analysis 

Ordered rules Ranked constraints 
Epenthesis: ∅ → ə / C1 __ C2# NO-GEM: *C1C2#, where C1 = C2 

 (C1 = C2, ignoring [±voi]) DEP: no epenthesis 

Assimilation: [–son] → [αvoi] / ⎣⎢
⎡

⎦⎥
⎤–son

αvoi  __ # 
AGREE(voi): *

⎣⎢
⎡

⎦⎥
⎤–son

αvoi  ⎣⎢
⎡

⎦⎥
⎤–son

–αvoi  # 
 IDENT(voi): no changes in [±voi] 
Ordering Ranking 
Epenthesis > Assimilation (bleeding) 

⎩⎪
⎨
⎪⎧

⎭⎪
⎬
⎪⎫NO-GEM

AGREE(voi)  ≫ DEP ≫ IDENT(voi) 

I assume that the Lithuanian verbal prefix data also involve processes of epenthesis and assimi-

lation, interacting just as the processes in English do. The analysis will therefore involve rules 

and constraints very much like those above, with a few necessary adjustments and additions. 

3. Analysis 

Clearly, two assimilation processes and an epenthesis process are responsible for the distribu-

tions of the verbal prefix allomorphs in Lithuanian: voicing assimilation between obstruents 

(much as in English, minus the word-final context), palatalization assimilation between conso-
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nants of any kind, and epenthesis of the high, front, unrounded vowel [i] between ‘near-identical’ 

consonants (again, much as in English and minus the word-final context).2 

One of the voiceless allomorphs is probably basic (that is, the underlying representation). The 

voiceless allomorphs appear before sonorants, which are voiced; voicing assimilation must thus 

be restricted to obstruent clusters, and the basic value of the voicing feature is thus expected to 

surface in this pre-sonorant context. It’s harder to say whether it is the palatalized or unpalatal-

ized voiceless allomorphs that are basic; we’d need to see which allomorphs surface before verb 

stems beginning with non-front vowels, where a contrast may surface.3 In the absence of such 

examples, I’ll simply assume that the voiceless unpalatalized allomorphs are basic. 

Because the epenthetic vowel is the high front vowel [i], and because consonant palatalization 

in Lithuanian is automatic before the front vowels [i] and [e], the consonant of the prefix is also 

palatalized in the epenthetic allomorphs. This could in principle be due either (a) to an independ-

ent assimilation process between consonants and front vowels, or (b) to the same assimilation 

process responsible for the other palatalized allomorphs. Assuming (b), and that front vowels and 

palatalized consonants are both specified [+pal], the rules and constraints are as follows. 

(3) Lithuanian verbal prefix alternation analysis 

Ordered rules Ranked constraints 
Epenthesis: Ø → i / C1 __ C2 NO-GEM: *C1C2, where C1 = C2 

 (C1 = C2, ignoring [±voi] & [±pal]) DEP: no epenthesis 
Voicing
Assimilation: [–son] → [αvoi] / __ ⎣⎢

⎡
⎦⎥
⎤–son

αvoi  AGREE(voi): *⎣⎢
⎡

⎦⎥
⎤–son

αvoi  ⎣⎢
⎡

⎦⎥
⎤–son

–αvoi  

Palatalization: C → [+pal] / __ [+pal] IDENT(voi): no changes in [±voi] 

Note: I assume [+pal] rather than [αpal] here due to 
sporadic examples like [pjautji] ‘to cut’; see fn. 3. 

AGREE(pal): * C
[–pal] [+pal] 

IDENT(pal): no changes in [±pal] 

In the next two subsections I demonstrate how the rules in the ordered-rules analysis must be 

ordered and how the constraints in the ranked-constraints analysis must be ranked. The overall 

analysis in both cases is very much like the analysis of English, especially with respect to the 

rules and constraints responsible for the epenthesis and voicing assimilation processes; the main 

difference has to do with the additional rule and constraints responsible for palatalization. 

                                                
2 There is also ‘automatic’ palatalization of the prefix consonant that is occasioned by the epenthesis of this [i]; see below. 
3 There is technically a contrast between palatalized and unpalatalized consonants before non-front vowels ([gautji] ‘to get, re-
ceive’ vs. [pjautji] ‘to cut’), but this context highly favors unpalatalized consonants and so this is not really a great diagnostic. 
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3.1. Ordered rules 

As in English, the Epenthesis rule must precede and bleed Voicing Assimilation: if these rules 

applied in the opposite order, then adjacent consonants that (non-vacuously) satisfy the condi-

tions for both Epenthesis and Voicing Assimilation would first assimilate and then be split apart 

by the epenthetic vowel, resulting in incorrect (counterbleeding) derivations like the one shown 

in (4)a rather than correct (bleeding) derivations like (4)b. (The relative order between Voicing 

Assimilation and Palatalization is irrelevant, since they do not interfere with each other.) 

(4) Epenthesis must bleed (b), not counterbleed (a), Voicing Assimilation 

a. Epenthesis counterbleeds Assimilation b. Epenthesis bleeds Assimilation 
Underlying representation /at-duoti/ Underlying representation /at-duoti/ 
Voicing Assimilation |ad-duoti| Epenthesis |ati-duoti| 
Epenthesis |adi-duoti| Voicing Assimilation –n/a– 
Palatalization |adji-duotji| Palatalization |atji-duotji| 
Surface representation *[adji-duotji] Surface representation [atji-duotji] 

Epenthesis must also precede Palatalization, but for somewhat different reasons due to my as-

sumption that the same rule is responsible for palatalization assimilation between consonants and 

automatic palatalization before front vowels. Epenthesis introduces the high, front, unrounded 

vowel [i], feeding Palatalization of the prefix-final stop: compare the incorrect, counterfeeding 

derivation in (5)a with the correct, feeding derivation in (5)b.4 (Again, the relative order between 

Voicing Assimilation and Palatalization is irrelevant here.) 

(5) Epenthesis must feed (b), not counterfeed (a), Palatalization 

a. Epenthesis counterfeeds Palatalization b. Epenthesis feeds Palatalization 
Underlying representation /ap-puti/ Underlying representation /at-puti/ 
Palatalization |ap-putji| Epenthesis |api-puti| 
Epenthesis |api-putji| Palatalization |apji-putji| 
Voicing Assimilation –n/a– Voicing Assimilation –n/a– 
Surface representation *[api-putji] Surface representation [apji-putji] 

In sum, the order of rules necessary for the Lithuanian verbal prefix alternations is as follows: 

Epenthesis > {Voicing Assimilation, Palatalization}. 
                                                
4 Because there are two potential foci of Palatalization in this form (the prefix [p] and the stem [t]), Palatalization applies in both 
of these derivations. However, it only applies once in the incorrect, counterfeeding derivation in (5)a vs. twice in the correct, 
feeding derivation in (5)b because the interaction with Epenthesis is only relevant to one of the two foci (namely, the prefix [p]). 
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3.2. Ranked constraints 

The ranking of constraints in Lithuanian is also similar to that of English. Voicing assimilation is 

ensured by ranking AGREE(voi) above IDENT(voi), and epenthesis is avoided in this situation by 

also ranking DEP above IDENT(voi). These two ranking arguments are shown in (6). 

(6) Voicing assimilation: {AGREE(voi), DEP} ≫ IDENT(voi) 

Input: /at-gauti/ AGREE(voi) DEP IDENT(voi) 

a.  [at-gautji] * !   
b. ☞ [ad-gautji]   * 
c.  [atji-gautji]  * !  

Epenthesis between identical consonants is ensured by ranking NO-GEM above DEP. Because 

DEP is ranked above IDENT(voi), however, the possibility exists of avoiding NO-GEM violation 

via voicing dissimilation. This is avoided by also ranking AGREE(voi) above DEP. 

(7) Epenthesis between identical consonants: {NO-GEM, AGREE(voi)} ≫ DEP 

Input: /ap-puti/ NO-GEM AGREE(voi) DEP 

a.  [ap-putji] * !   
b.  [ab-putji]  * !  
c. ☞ [apji-putji]   * 

AGREE(pal) must at least dominate IDENT(pal) to enforce changes in palatalization when neces-

sary. Interestingly, DEP needn’t also dominate IDENT(pal) to ensure that palatalization assimila-

tion rather than epenthesis is the default solution to the problem of differences in palatalization 

between adjacent consonants. This is because epenthesis also results in an automatic change in 

palatalization,5 so neither DEP nor IDENT(pal) is ever crucially violated more by an optimal can-

didate in order to achieve better satisfaction of the other. 

(8) AGREE(pal) ≫ IDENT(pal); relative ranking of DEP is irrelevant 

Input: /at-pjauti/ AGREE(pal) IDENT(pal) DEP 

a.  [at-pjautji] * ! *  
b. ☞ [atj-pjautji]  **  
c.  [atji-pjautji]  ** * ! 

                                                
5 A more comprehensive analysis than time and space allow here would also take candidates with epenthesis of non-front vowels 
into account; for now, we simply assert that some higher-ranked constraint(s) militate against all such alternative possibilities. 
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Assimilation of both voicing and palatalization in the same form (e.g., [adj-bjekjtji]) falls out 

automatically from the independent rankings responsible for each process in (6) and (8). 

Epenthesis between identical consonants must be considered again in light of the existence of 

palatalization, because the possibility exists of avoiding NO-GEM violation via palatalization dis-

similation. This is avoided by ranking AGREE(pal) above DEP. Note that IDENT(pal) won’t do, 

given that both dissimilation and epenthesis necessarily result in violation of this constraint. 

(9) Epenthesis between identical consonants: {NO-GEM, AGREE(pal)} ≫ DEP 

Input: /ap-puti/ NO-GEM AGREE(pal) DEP IDENT(pal) 

a.  [ap-putji] * !    
b.  [apj-putji]  * !  * 
c. ☞ [apji-putji]   * * 

With the two assimilation processes and epenthesis between identical consonants out of the 

way, we are left with the residue of cases with epenthesis between near-identical consonants, 

those differing in [±voi] or [±pal] (or both). The case of obstruents differing only in [±voi] is al-

ready handled by the ranking established in (7), as shown below in (10). 

(10) Epenthesis between obstruents differing in [±voi]: {NO-GEM, AGREE(voi)} ≫ DEP 

Input: /ap-barti/ NO-GEM AGREE(voi) DEP 

a.  [ap-barjtji]  * !  
b.  [ab-barjtji] * !   
c. ☞ [apji-barjtji]   * 

The case of consonants differing only in [±pal] requires a parallel ranking, not already estab-

lished: AGREE(pal) must be ranked above DEP. This is shown in (11).6 

(11) Epenthesis between consonants differing in [±pal]: {NO-GEM, AGREE(pal)} ≫ DEP 

Input: /at-teisti/ NO-GEM AGREE(pal) DEP 

a.  [at-tjeisjtji]  * !  
b.  [atj-tjeisjtji] * !   
c. ☞ [atji-tjeisjtji]   * 

                                                
6 The only time this situation arises in the data we’ve been given is when there is automatic palatalization of the stem-initial con-
sonant, as in the example in this tableau, so there are technically no examples in the data with consonants that must differ under-
lyingly in terms of [±pal]. Given the (sporadic) existence of palatalized consonants before non-front vowels, however (recall fn. 
3), the relevant type of example is at the very least potentially possible and is predicted to behave just like the example here. 
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Epenthesis between obstruents that differ in both [±voi] and [±pal] (e.g., [atji-djetji]) falls out 

automatically from the independent rankings responsible for each of the cases in (10) and (11). 

In sum, the final partial ranking of constraints necessary for the Lithuanian verbal prefix alter-

nations, consistent with all the tableaux shown above, is as shown in the following diagram. 

(12) Final partial ranking of constraints 

 NO-GEM AGREE(voi) AGREE(pal) 

 

  DEP IDENT(pal) 

 

  IDENT(voi) 

The markedness constraints NO-GEM, AGREE(voi), and AGREE(pal) are never violated by an op-

timal candidate and are thus undominated. By contrast, each of the the faithfulness constraints 

DEP, IDENT(pal), and IDENT(voi) are crucially violated by one or another optimal candidate, and 

so are crucially dominated. The further ranking of DEP above IDENT(voi) is required because 

when there is a choice between epenthesis and voicing assimilation left open by higher-ranked 

markedness constraints, as in (6), voicing assimilation is what is observed. 

4. Discussion 

The ranked-constraints analysis given in §3.2 is technically not complete without (at least) the 

consideration of alternative ways in which the markedness constraints NO-GEM, AGREE(voi), and 

AGREE(pal) might be satisfied other than via epenthesis, voicing assimilation, and palatalization. 

These alternatives must either (a) crucially violate some constraint that is higher-ranked than the 

highest-ranked constraint violated by the optimal candidate in each relevant tableau, or (b) vio-

late all of the same constraints that the optimal candidate does in addition to some other(s). 

For example, deletion of the prefix consonant is a viable alternative to any of the processes ac-

tually observed in these alternations. In order to rule out deletion as a candidate, an anti-deletion 

faithfulness constraint (MAX) must be higher-ranked than the faithfulness constraints DEP, 

IDENT(pal), and IDENT(voi) that are violated by optimal candidates exhibiting epenthesis, palatal-

ization, and voicing assimilation. This is an example of alternative (a). 
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For another example, a change in voicing in the stem-initial consonant is a viable alternative to 

a change in voicing in the prefix consonant. Presumably, such a hypothetical change to the stem-

initial consonant would violate IDENT(voi) just as the actual change observed in the prefix con-

sonant does, so there must be some constraint that this alternative, hypothetical change violates 

in addition to IDENT(voi). One candidate for such a constraint would be a positional faithfulness 

constraint, one that is violated by changes in specific, ‘privileged’ positions; in this case, by 

changes to stem as opposed to prefix consonants or by changes in prevocalic (or syllable-initial) 

material as opposed to preconsonantal (or syllable-final) consonants. Whatever it is, this con-

straint simply needs to exist to have the right effect. This is an example of alternative (b). 

Another point worth making here is that the Epenthesis rule in the ordered-rules analysis must 

specifically ignore two features, [±voi] and [±pal]. This is reminiscent of the change to the Epen-

thesis rule in English needed to extend the analysis to the plural suffix alternations: the rule must 

specifically ignore not only [±voi] but also the minor place feature distinguishing alveolar from 

post-alveolar sibilants (let’s say [±anterior], or [±ant] for short). This suggests that in order to 

factor this additional feature out of the definition of NO-GEM in the ranked-constraints analysis, 

there must be something like an anteriority assimilation process in English. This prediction re-

quires some work to confirm or disconfirm, however, given that the only consonants that contrast 

in terms of [±ant] are the sibilants, and these all condition epenthesis in the relevant context! The 

evidence will thus have to be indirect and indicative of a more general assimilation process: 

maybe there is anteriority assimilation between sibilants in other contexts (e.g., fish soup or mis-

shapen) or maybe it also affects segments that do not contrast in terms of [±ant] (e.g., mashed). 

5. Concluding remarks 

In sum, the analysis of the Lithuanian verbal prefix alternations is in most relevant respects the 

same as the analysis of English past tense suffix alternations discussed in class, the most signifi-

cant difference being that Lithuanian has an additional palatalization process (and, by assump-

tion, that palatalization applies even when there is epenthesis). Just as for English, the ranked-

constraints analysis explains which features are ‘ignored’ by epenthesis via the interaction with 

other independently-motivated processes, whereas the rule-ordering analysis must stipulate them 

and thus duplicate the information already given by those independent processes. 


